L E S S

O R D I N A R Y

CONTEMPORARY WASHROOMS

Life is what you make it
The Life range of contemporary washroom
cubicles, is brought to you exlcusively by Prospec.
For over 35 years we have supplied our specialist
glass panels to the UK changing room market.
We are now expanding the offer to the washroom
market to help you create unique and bespoke
washrooms for corporate and hospitality markets.
Our flagship products are available with paint or
digital print directly onto the glass. As a result, we
can achieve floor-to-ceiling imagery and bespoke
design themes, that make your design, building or
project stand out from the crowd.
Life is full of possibilities: this book hopes to
inspire... the rest is up to you!

C O N C E P T U A L
Design for Life
Conceptual style creates something new and exciting by using
different and unexpected materials, colours and images.
Glass is a premium material for building finishes, yet is
sustainable and recyclable.
The light reflective properties of glass ensure that colours
are vivid and bright, allowing light sources to interact with
surfaces to keep spaces welcoming, light and airy.

I N D U S T R I A L
Work Life
The industrial aesthetic mixes the old and the new. Exposed
engineering and building materials matched with modern
elements can create spaces with comfortable luxury and
distinctive style.
Visual impact is maximised when the light reflecting properties
of glass can be shown in their full beauty against the
earthiness of metals, concrete and brick.

M I N I M A L
Simple Life
Minimalism conveys simplicity of design by focusing on
function and the essential components of the space.
The purification of all elements, such as decor, surface and
light, exposes the architectural beauty of the room, whilst
giving spaces a premium, high end and hygienic feel.

N A T U R A L
Quality of Life
The incorporation of natural materials, patterns and hues
creates a space with warmth, comfort and calm.
Natural materials integrated into washroom design, create a
timeless elegance and enhance any interior space.

L I F E

C H O I C E S

Life comprises of 8 ranges. All of which are premium quality, robust, durable,
high in aesthetic value and are complemented by a full design and install service.
Material options are glass, wood veneer and laminates. All glass must be painted
and is available in solid and metallic colours or digitally printed designs..

MORE 

TRACE 

SYSTEM D 

CONNECT 

A full-height cubicle system with a range
of real wood veneer finishes or highpressure laminate.

Flush fronted with clean and minimalist
styling, Trace is finely detailed with an
unbroken, smooth appearance.

Connect is a cost-effective cubicle system
suitable for washrooms that do not
experience a high volume of public use.

Discreet fittings, elegant and user-friendly,
with minimal door furniture, More is
beautifully engineered in the best brushed
stainless steel.

Trace has rebated doors for privacy and
quality whilst featuring hardwood edges
and set-back pilaster feet that accentuate
the system’s flawless and sophisticated
appearance.

The use of an elliptical aluminium
pilaster provides a unique and modern
appearance and finish, in a strong and
robust fully framed system.

Simple but clean in design and made
from compact grade laminate. All edges
are polished with radiused corners, and
aluminium hinges allow doors to fall quietly
for safety and soft close.

Doors can be in glass, laminate or a
mixture of both, with door furniture in
aluminium with a satin silver finish.

CLOUD 

AIR 

CABRILLANT 

CITY 

Cloud is a highly engineered, full height,
flush fronted glass washroom cubicle
system.

Using intelligent, hidden fixings, highly
engineered components and the latest
glass technologies, Air represents the
next generation of glass cubicle systems.
The unique position of both the foot and
headrail ensures that all is seen is a floating
wall of glass, with only the indicator plate
announcing the door opening.

Cabrillant is the original glass panel
cubicle system developed in Switzerland
over 30 years ago.

A mid-range, commercial washroom
cubicle available in a range of 25
laminate colours, City offers a flush front
through the use of rebated edge doors
and frame.

Rebated doors made of toughened and
laminated glass, machined components
and aluminium extrusions, this a cubicle
system that will make a statement in any
grade-A office development.

Cabrillant fits perfectly into developments
for a high-end look. It is the universal
patch fitted, unframed glass cubicle,
suitable for washrooms and staff
changing/shower areas.

Consisting of 40mm thick HPL panels,
the doors also have a hardwood lip and
stainless steel door furniture.

D E S I G N
F O R L I F E

L I F E
S U P P O R T

Specification Managers

Installation

As part of our commitment to our customers
we offer a comprehensive package of
professional and design services to support
architects and construction professionals.
Our Specification Managers can visit you to
talk through your requirements and options
available.

With a heritage going back over 35
years, Prospec has provided a full UK
wide installation and maintenance
service for our customers, and has
supplied and installed over 250,000
lockers and cubicles in that time.

Specification Support
With physical samples, specification
documentation, BIM models, CPD materials
and more, our Specification Managers can
support your designer to help your scheme
from concept to completion.

BIM
Our CAD design team utilise Revit to
develop installation drawings and 3D BIM
models prior to our installation teams
commencing on site. This helps us ensure even
the most complex requirements are
accurately realised.

Our customers have the peace of mind
that all of our projects are allocated a
Project Manager and installation team,
who are directly employed and have an
intimate knowledge of our products. This
experienced team ensure we can deliver a
quality project on time, despite the tight
timescales often required of them as a
finishing trade on a project.

Maintenance
Our maintenance teams can also visit
facilities after they have been handed
over to ensure they remain safe and
operational, replacing any damaged or
worn parts as needed.
See our website for further details.
prospec.co.uk
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Head Office and North
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Life ranges exclusively available from

